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Abstract

There have been many innovations in blockchain consensus and scalability in the past 
couple of years. This paper provides a deep insight into the issues and proposes a 
solution based upon a new protocol which addresses the issue through a bridge 
mechanism that links the blockchains which support virtual machines as well as 
traditional blockchains through a uniform protocol called Hoverx Chain Bridge 
Protocol. 
Consensus in the presence of malicious participants is an old problem in computing. 
Functional Byzantine Fault Tolerance was presented as an effective mostly 
coordinated agreement calculation ready to endure up to ⅓ of cycles acting 
subjectively. PBFT turned into the standard calculation, bringing forth numerous 
varieties, including most as of late one made by IBM as a feature of their commitment 
to Hyperledger

Introduction 

The principle way how Hoverx's consensus mechanism addresses PBFT’s concerns 
how consensus is formed is by presenting an improved and rearranged basic 
structure, some of which is an after effect of grasping a view of the current blockchain
ecosystem. Hoverx blocks must submit all together, which forestalls the multifaceted 
nature and correspondence overhead connected with PBFT's view-changes. In 
numerous digital forms of money, there is no compelling reason to take into 
consideration block N+i where I >= 1 to submit, when the node N itself hasn't yet 
dedicated. In the event that transfer speed is the motivation behind why block N 
hasn't submitted in a Nexus, at that point it doesn't assist with utilizing data 
transmission sharing decisions in favor of squares N+i. On the off chance that an 
organization parcel or disconnected nodes is the motivation behind why block N 
hasn't submitted, at that point N+i won't submit in any case



Likewise, the batching of transactions into blocks considers customary Merkle-hashing 
of the application state, as opposed to intermittent processes similarly as with PBFT's 
checkpointing plan. This takes into account quicker provable transaction submits for 
light-clients and quicker between inter-blockchain correspondence.

A critical insight into existing (including Byzantium Fault tolerant ) 
systems 

Hoverx agreement additionally incorporates numerous improvements and highlights 
that blow away what is indicated in PBFT. A critical insight into the current refined 
models will help dig deeper and have greater insights into how Hoverx mechanism 
works.
Stellar refined a model of Federated Byzantine Agreement wherein the cycles partaking 
in agreement don't establish a fixed and internationally known set. Rather, each process 
node curates one or more “quorum slices”,each constituting a set of trusted processes. 
A “quorum” in Stellar is defined to be a bunch of hubs that contain in any event one 
majority cut for every hub in the set, with the end goal that consensus can be reached.

The security of the Stellar system depends on the presumption that the crossing point of 
any two majorities is non-void, while the accessibility of a hub needs at any rate one of 
its majority cuts to comprise totally of right hubs, making a compromise between 
utilizing huge or little majority cuts that might be hard to adjust without forcing huge 
suppositions about trust. At last, hubs should by one way or another pick satisfactory 
majority cuts for there to be adequate adaptation to non-critical failure (or any 
"unblemished hubs" by any means, of which a significant part of the aftereffects of the 
paper rely upon), and the main gave procedure to guaranteeing such an arrangement is 
progressive and like the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), utilized by top-level ISPs on the 
web to build up worldwide directing tables, and by that utilized by programs to oversee 
TLS endorsements; both famous for their instability.

The analysis in the Stellar paper of the Tendermint-based confirmation-of-stake 
frameworks is alleviated by the symbolic technique portrayed here, wherein another 
sort of token called the iota is given that speaks to cases to future segments of expenses 
and rewards. The upside of the Hoverx agreement component, at that point, is its 
relative straightforwardness, while as yet giving adequate and provable security 
assurance



Some other improvements were proposed to Bitcoin that would consider types of 
vertical adaptability, for example, expanding the block size, without the negative 
monetary results ordinarily connected with such a change, for example, the excessively 
huge effect on small miners. This improvement is accomplished by isolating pioneer 
political race from exchange broadcast: pioneers are first chosen by proof-of-work in 
"micro-blocks", and afterward ready to communicate transactions to be submitted until 
another micro block is found. This lessens the transfer speed prerequisites important to 
dominate the PoW race, permitting small miners to all the more decently contend, and 
permitting transactions to be submitted all the more routinely by the last miner to 
locate a micro block.
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"micro-blocks", and afterward ready to communicate transactions to be submitted until 
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permitting transactions to be submitted all the more routinely by the last miner to 
locate a micro block.



1. HORIZONTAL SCALING- Interledger Protocol:The Interledger Protocol is 
not strictly a scalability solution. It is important to discuss this protocol as it claims to 
be an open protocol suite for sending payments across different ledgers. According 
to the website, “Like the Internet, connectors route packets of money across 
independent networks. The open architecture and minimal protocol enable 
interoperability for any value transfer system”. So, It provides an ad hoc 
interoperation between different ledger systems through a loosely coupled bilateral 
relationship network. Like the Lightning Network, the purpose of ILP is to

 facilitate payments, but it specifically focuses on payments across disparate ledger 
types, and extends the transaction mechanism to include not only hash-locks, but 
also a quorum of notaries (called the ethic Transport Protocol). The latter 
mechanism for enforcing ethnicity in inter-ledger transactions is similar to 
Tendermint’s light-client SPV mechanism, so an illustration of the distinction 
between ILP and Hoverx/BCBP is warranted, and provided below. 

 The notaries of a connector in ILP do not support membership changes, and do not 
allow for flexible weighting between notaries. On the other hand, BCBP is designed 
specifically for blockchains, where validators can have different weights, and where 
membership can change over the course of the blockchain. 

 As in the Lightning Network, the receiver of payment in ILP must be online to send a 
confirmation back to the sender. In a token transfer over BCBP, the validator-set of 
the receiver’s blockchain is responsible for providing confirmation, not the receiving 
user. 

 The most striking difference is that ILP’s connectors are not responsible or keeping 
authoritative state about payments, whereas in Hoverx, the validators of a hub are 
the authority of the state of BCBP token transfers as well as the authority of the 
amount of tokens held by each Nexus (but not the amount of tokens held by each 
account within a Nexus). This is the fundamental innovation that allows for secure 
asymmetric transfer of tokens from Nexus to Nexus; the analog to ILP’s connector in 
Hoverx is a persistent and maximally secure blockchain ledger, the Hoverx Hub. 

 The inter-ledger payments in ILP need to be backed by an exchange order book, as 
there is no asymmetric transfer of coins from one ledger to another, only the 
transfer of value or market equivalents. 

Analysis of Different Solutions



2. Sidechains not a solution: Sidechains are a proposed mechanism for scaling the 
blockchain networks via alternative blockchains that are “two-way pegged” to the 
blockchain. (Two-way pegging is equivalent to bridging. In Hoverx we say “bridging” to 
distinguish from market-pegging). Sidechains allow assets to be effectively moved 
from the blockchain to the sidechain and back, and allow for experimentation in new 
features on the sidechain. In the lightning network, the sidechain serves as a light-
client of , using SPV proofs to determine when coins should be transferred to the 
sidechain and back. Of course, since most of the

non fast-finality chains use proof-of-work, sidechains centered around such blockchain
networks suffer from many problems and risks. Furthermore, this is a maximalist 
solution that doesn’t natively support a variety of tokens and inter-nexus network 
topology as Hoverx does. That said, the core mechanism of the two-way peg is in 
principle the same as that employed by the Hoverx network.



2. LIGHTNING NETWORK

Ethereum Scalability Efforts

Ethereum is currently researching a number of different strategies to shard the state of 
the Ethereum blockchain to address scalability needs. These efforts have the goal of 
maintaining the abstraction layer offered by the current Ethereum Virtual Machine 
across the shared state space. Multiple research efforts are underway at this time. 

While Hoverx is a completely different solution but ethereum’s scalability issue 
provides a strong ground for the need for solutions like Hoverx Chain Bridge Protocol. 
The different solution are like below:

Even if the consensus engine and the application are highly optimized, at some point 
the transaction throughput of a single chain inevitably hits a wall it cannot surpass. 
That is the limit of vertical scaling. To go beyond it, the solution is to move to multi-
chain architectures. The idea is to have multiple parallel chains running the same 
application and operated by a common validator set, making blockchains theoretically 
infinitely scalable. Details about horizontal scalability are fairly complex and out-of-
scope for this intro. 

1. GENERAL SCALING

The Lightning Network is a proposed token transfer network operating at a layer above 
the Bitcoin blockchain (and other public blockchains), enabling improvement of many 
orders of magnitude in transaction throughput by moving the majority of transactions 
outside of the consensus ledger into so-called “payment channels”. This is made 
possible by on-chain cryptocurrency scripts, which enable parties to enter into bilateral 
stateful contracts where the state can be updated by sharing digital signatures, and 
contracts can be closed by finally publishing evidence onto the blockchain, a 
mechanism first popularized by cross-chain HVRX swaps. By opening payment channels 
with many parties, participants in the Lightning Network can become focal points for 
routing the payments of others, leading to a fully connected payment channel 
network, at the cost of capital being tied up on payment channels.



While the Lightning Network can also easily extend across multiple independent 
blockchains to allow for the transfer of value via an exchange market, it cannot be used 
to asymmetrically transfer tokens from one blockchain to another. The main benefit of 
the Hoverx network described here is to enable such direct token transfers. That said, 
we expect payment channels and the Nexus network to become widely adopted along 
with our token transfer mechanism, for cost-saving and privacy reasons.

Segregated witness Segregated Witness is a Bitcoin improvement proposal link that 
aims to increase the per-block transaction throughput 2X or 3X, while simultaneously 
making block syncing faster for new nodes. The brilliance of this solution is in how it 
works within the limitations of Bitcoin’s current protocol and allows for a soft-fork 
upgrade (i.e. clients with older versions of the software will continue to function after 
the upgrade). Hoverx, being a new protocol, has no design restrictions, so it has 
different scaling priorities. Primarily, Hoverx uses a BFT round-robin algorithm based 
on cryptographic signatures instead of mining, which trivially allows horizontal scaling 
through multiple parallel blockchains, while regular, more frequent block commits 
allow for vertical scaling as well.



Ethereum 2.0 is not an optimum solution

(a) High contrast deployment and management fees Furthermore, in the wake of this 
market turmoil, Ethereum network transaction fees have surged, recently achieving 
an all-time high, thanks in part to the influx of many new on-chain transactions 
initiated by various decentralized finance protocols that have made their way into 
the crypto domain in recent months.
DeFi, or decentralized finance, is an umbrella term for financial services using 
smart contracts to facilitate transactions without relying on intermediaries. 

while DeFi has provided investors with financial products through decentralized 
exchanges by way of various lending protocols that reward liquidity providers, this 
very facet of the technology has resulted in the creation of an undesirable 
environment of high transaction fees that, in turn, has gravely affected the value of 
many tokens.

Technically speaking, Ethereum’s existing gas prices respond to the relatively 
limited number of transactions that one can facilitate using a single block. Miners, 
in such a scenario, can choose the highest-priced transactions as their priority, so 
the result is an increase in effective gas prices.

b) No longer P2P - Casper fundamentally changes the network topology from a 
Peer-2-Peer (P2P) network where all peers participate in the protocol equally to 
a "distributed Client-Server" network where one class of peers (validators)

have special privileges over another class of peers (nodes) within the protocol 
itself. This is a fundamental difference from PoW and impacts security and 
redundancy. First of all, it's not "nuke proof" like the Internet was supposed to be 
(whether real or legislative nukes). Similarly, like Client-Server the Casper-driven 
Ethereum network suffers from a single point of failure problem (it's 250 points in 
casper). Suppose that during a staking period that all the validators happen to be 
geo-located within the same jursidiction (e.g. the EU). Suppose that this 
jurisdiction then passes laws to outright (or effectively) ban Ethereum due to it's 
challenge to banking/economic status quo. Those validators will shutdown 
overnight and the network will be permanently down. This is a realistic scenario. 
Note with PoW, this can't happen since new miners can easily spring up outside 
that jurisdiction and the network can resume where it left off.



c) Violates protocol neutrality - In a P2P network, all peers participate equally in 
terms of the protocol. For example, in Bitcoin distinctions between nodes, miners, 
lightweight clients are independent of the protocol. At any one time any 
node/miner/lightweight peer can freely convert to any other without impacting 
any other peer. Not so with Casper. Validators are effectively bound to their status, 
ordinary nodes cannot independently elevate their status, and worst of all, 
ordinary peers are forced to accept the status of validator peers. There might be a 
tonne of attack vectors lurking inside here. 

d) Introduces stakeholder risk-coupling - In PoW, a miner who mints a bad block 
does not affect the profitability of a miner who mints good blocks. Not so in Casper. 
The bad actions of one validator can influence the profitability of a good validator. 
Casper adds economic disincentives to mitigate these scenarios and stop bad 
validators from minting bad blocks, but this approach assumes that bad validators 
are rational economic actors. What if a validator is compromised by a hacker or 
shutdown by a Government? What if a validator is infected with malware? In these 
real-world scenarios, validators may not act rationally. As a result, other validators 
(and the network itself) will not be protected. 

e) Stakeholders batton-passing problem - Another coupling issue with Casper is 
that new validators must be approved by a suitable set of old validators. This is 
fundamentally different to PoW where miners can begin/cease mining 
independently of each other (0-coupling). Have the implications of this been 
researched. What attack vectors can exploit this



Comparing Hoverx with Ethereum 2.0

Hoverx and Ethereum 2.0 Mauve have different design goals. 

1. Hoverx is specifically about providing a solution to current issues by creating a 
bridge between different popular chains. Mauve is about scaling general 
computation.

2. Hoverx is bound to a virtual machine but, even different Virtual machines can 
interoperate through the blockchain bridge.

3. Hoverx lets the Nexus creator determine who validates the Nexus.

4. Anyone can start a new Nexus in Hoverx (unless governance decides otherwise). 

5. The hub isolates Nexus failures so global token invariants are preserved.

6. Hoverx is designed to let people build custom, secure, scalable and interoperable 
blockchain applications quickly. Let us take a closer look at some of the most 
important tools in the ecosystem as well as the technical architecture of the 
system. 

7. Hoverx is a solution that packages the networking and consensus layers of a 
blockchain into a generic engine, allowing developers to focus on application 
development as opposed to the complex underlying protocol. As a result, Hoverx
saves hundreds of hours of development time as it has inbuilt network capabilities.



The Hoverx engine connects the chains through its own protocol called Hoverx
Chain Bridge Protocol. This protocol makes it language agnostic and possible for 
developers to choose a language of their choice which fits their needs.

This kind of chain to allow heterogeneous chains to transfer value (i.e. tokens) or 
data to each other. 

The Hoverx Chain Bridge Protocol

1. Different layers: Heterogeneous chains have different layers, meaning they 
can differ in how they implement the networking, consensus and application 
parts. To be compatible with BCBP, a blockchain needs only follow a few 
requirements, the main one being that the consensus layer must have fast 
finality. Ethereum will after moving to Casper will be able to be part of this 
network as this supports fast finality now. 

2. Sovereignty: Every blockchain is maintained by a set of validators whose job 
is to agree on the next block to commit to the blockchain. In Proof-of-Work 
blockchains these validators are called miners. A sovereign blockchain is a 
blockchain with its own validator set. In many instances it is important for 
blockchains to be sovereign, as validators are ultimately responsible for 
modifying the state. In Ethereum, applications are all run by a common set of 
validators. Because of this, each application only has limited sovereignty. 

BCBP allows heterogeneous blockchains to transfer tokens and data to each 
other, meaning that blockchains with different applications and validator sets 
are interoperable. For example, it allows public and private blockchains to 
transfer tokens to each other. Currently, no other blockchain framework enables 
this level of interoperability. 



The principle behind BCBP is fairly simple. Let us take an example where an 
account on chain A wants to send 10 tokens (let us call them HVRX) to chain 
B.Continuously, chain B receives the headers of chain A, and vice versa. This allows 
each chain to track the validator set of the other. In essence, each chain runs a 
light-client of the other.When the BCBP transfer is initiated, the HVRX are locked 
up (bonded) on chain A.

One idea is to connect each blockchain in the network with every other via direct 
BCBP connections. The main problem with this approach is that the number of 
connections in the network grows quadratically with the number of blockchains. If 
there are 100 blockchains in the network and each needs to maintain an BCBP 
connection with every other, that is 4950 connections. This quickly gets out of 
hand.

The Anatomy of behind Hoverx Chain Bridge Protocol



To solve this, 
Hoverx proposes a Modular Architecture with two classes of Blockchain:

Bridges and Nexus Chains. Nexus are regular heterogenous blockchains and Hubs are 
blockchains specifically designed to connect Nexuss together. When a Nexus creates an 
BCBP connection with a Hub, it can automatically access (i.e. send to and receive from) 
every other Nexus that is connected to it. As a result, each Nexus only needs to establish 
a limited number of connections with a restricted set of Hubs. Hubs also prevent double 
spending among Nexus. This means that when a Nexus receives a token from a Hub, it 
only needs to trust the origin Nexus of this token and the Hub.

Bridges and Nexus Chains. Nexus are regular heterogenous blockchains and Hubs are 
blockchains specifically designed to connect Nexuss together. When a Nexus creates an 
BCBP connection with a Hub, it can automatically access (i.e. send to and receive from) 
every other Nexus that is connected to it. As a result, each Nexus only needs to establish 
a limited number of connections with a restricted set of Hubs. Hubs also prevent double 
spending among Nexus. This means that when a Nexus receives a token from a Hub, it 
only needs to trust the origin Nexus of this token and the Hub.

(a) Fast- Finality Chains 

Blockchains that use any fast-finality consensus algorithms can connect with Hoverx by 
adapting BCBP. For example, if Ethereum were to switch to Casper FFG (Friendly Finality 
Gadget), a direct connection could be established between it and the Hoverx Ecosystem 
by adapting BCBP to work with Casper

(b) Probabilistic finality chains

For blockchains that do not have fast-finality, like Proof-of-Work chains, things get a bit 
trickier.



The Tendermint team is currently working on implementing a similar solution for 
Ethereum.However, it proposes no such Nexus solution for the bitcoin blockchain. 

For these chains we use a special kind of proxy chain called nexus-chain.

Nexus-chain is a blockchain that tracks the state of another blockchain. The Nexus-
chain itself has fast-finality and is therefore compatible with BCBP. Its role is to 
establish finality for the blockchain it bridges. Let us look at the following example.

Example: Ethereum Nexus-chain We want to bridge the Proof-of-Work 
Ethereum blockchain to make it possible to send tokens back and forth between 
Ethereum and Hoverx. Because Proof-of-Work Ethereum does not have fast-finality, 
we need to create a Nexus-chain to act as a bridge between the two. 

First, the Nexus-chain needs to decide on a finality threshold for the origin chain. For 
example, it can consider that a given block of the origin’s chain is final when 100 
blocks have been added after it.

Second, a contract is deployed on the main Ethereum blockchain. When users want to 
send tokens from Ethereum to Hoverx, they start by sending tokens to this contract. 
Then the contract freezes the assets and after 100 blocks, a representation of these 
assets is released on the Nexus-chain. A similar mechanism is used to send assets back 
to the Ethereum chain.

Interestingly enough, the Nexus-chain also allows users to send any token that lives on 
Hoverx to the Ethereum chain (the Hoverx tokens would be represented as ERC20 on 
the Ethereum chain). 



Funding on Blockchain : A new concept:

Blockchain startups have been a great business outcome. They have proved to be 
some of the most successful in terms of returns in the last few years. Recently the 
DeFi ecosystem has soared and provided unimaginable returns to the holders. 
Challenges faced by blockchain startups: 

The majority of existing smart contract platforms, while supporting trustless 
executions of arbitrary programs, lack access to real-world data. This limitation 
hinders the maximum potential of such contracts. BCBP has been created to solve 
this issue by connecting public blockchains with these real-world, off-chain 
information. The project is created with the following design goals: 

1. Speed and Scalability: The system must be able to serve a large quantity of 
data requests to multiple public blockchains with minimal latency and while 
maintaining a high throughput. The expected response time must be in the 
order of seconds. 

2. Cross-Chain Compatibility: The system must be blockchain-agnostic and able 
to serve data to most publicly available blockchains. Verification of data 
authenticity on the target blockchains must be efficient and trustless by 
nature. 

1. Data Flexibility: The system must be generic and able to support different 
methods of retrieiving and aggregating data, including both permissionless, 
publicly available data as well as information guarded by centralized parties. 



How Hoverx achieves aforementioned goals

The principle of DPoS is to let nodes who hold stake vote to elect decision makers 
who will finally select whether to fund a project or not . This way of voting makes 
the stakeholders give the right of creating blocks to the delegates they support 
instead of creating blocks themselves, thus reducing their computational power 
consumption to 0. DPoS is like a parliamentary system, a if the delegates are 
unable to generate returns through their funding decisions, they will be dismissed 
and the stakeholders will select new delegates to replace them. The delegates are 
also penalized and rewarded for their decisions. Thus the system makes the most 
use of the shareholders’ votes to reach a consensus in a fair and democratic way.

Fund management by delegated proof of stake: 

BCBP achieves the aforementioned goals with a blockchain specifically built for 
off-chain data curation. The blockchain supports generic data requests and on-
chain aggregations with WebAssembly-powered oracle scripts a concept taken 
from Band protocol. 

BCBP achieves the aforementioned goals with a blockchain specifically built for 
off-chain data curation. The blockchain supports generic data requests and on-
chain aggregations with WebAssembly-powered oracle scripts a concept taken 
from Band protocol. 

Fund management by delegated proof of stake: 

There are four tracks for future development of the BCBP platform.

1) Infrastructure Track 
2) Innovation Track 
3) Technical Research Track 
4) Market Research Track 
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HOVERX  - Marketing & Sale 
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The Infrastructure Track

The Infrastructure Track is for developers who wish to create development tooling, 
frameworks, oracles, side chains, Bridge Integration for the BCBP protocol.

The Innovation Track is for entrepreneurs who wish to integrate decentralised on 
other blockchain and utilize the BCBP Bridge protocol to make their dapps more 
scalable. DApps include but are not limited to innovative applications that tokenise
physical/digital assets, issue and manage digital identities on the blockchain, and 
facilitate the exchange of tokenised assets. 

The Technical Research Track is for academics and researchers who wish to work 
alongside the BCBP Research to take a crack at the most pressing issues

The Technical Research Track is for academics and researchers who wish to work 
alongside the BCBP Research to take a crack at the most pressing issues

The Market Research Track is for industry professionals who wish to explore exciting 
new use cases across various markets for the BCBP platform. The research topics 
include, but are not limited to, market research on the finance, sports, 
entertainment, education and healthcare industries across various geographic 
sectors.

HVRX token is such an example to benefit the ecosystem in multiple ways. While it 
will provide research data and necessary insights to follow the market research 
track in the Decentralized Finance ecosystem by simulating real world decentralized 
exchange, it will also provide liquidity to the system by involving the community 
into the system. Users are advised to read the source code carefully before buying 
the tokens or investing into the system. 



Community focused organizations have demonstrated themselves to be the best in a 
few angles. The chances and difficulties for client driven organizations are, Barriers to 

the market section is lower. The estimation of information just keeps on developing. 
The need to reinforce client devotion and pull in new clients keeps on increasing. 
More opportunities are there in information driven, customized items and 
administrations. 

A people group can assume a crucial part in the life span of an item's lifecycle, as its 
commitment can expand market development or more network individuals, which 
thus can likewise make the network more mindful about blockchain, digital currencies 
and its advantages. The market size and chance of network focused digital forms of 
money consolidated are undeniably more noteworthy than Bitcoin's present market 
cap. It is on the grounds that the premise of digital forms of money are under the 
administration of decentralization, where the network arrives at agreement on 
exchanges and squares the same in a harmonious way. There are prizes set up for 
keeping up this kind of solidarity as exchange charge and block rewards, which are 
granted to the network. Besides, the market size for the organizations expands who 
boost their locale with remunerations.

Network centricity gives, Builds trust, believability, and strong standing to extend 
network through references Gives your business an upper hand Saves cash Expands 
client maintenance and faithfulness Leads to development Increases income and 
benefits Also, the Blockchain innovation has a developing business sector rate because 
of its wide scope of use-cases. For people group focused organizations, blockchain
gives an effective instrument with its decentralized nature as a convention - Delegated 
Proof of Stake. 

With Blockchain innovation, the business is probably going to procure more income as 
the interest in blockchain has just begun to pick up force and is relied upon to develop 
at a high movement sooner rather than later.

Keeping in view of the above scenario HVRX token is a unique way to simulate a 
decentralized exchange platform which will be later used to demonstrate its use case 
on the new Hoverx Chain Bridge Protocol and provide an effective means for an easy 
entry to the BCBP ecosystem. The Token is a simulated exchange contract where price 
of the token depends upon the demand and supply of the token. The project will get 
benefitted multi dimensionally through this unique decentralized contract. 



Technology Stack 

HVRX Token is based on Ethereum Blockchain and built upon the ERC 20 framework. 
HVRX platform is created as a platform that assists you in converting our Ethereum into 
HVRX tokens and HVRX tokens into ethereum without direct involvement. Everything is 
designed to work in a local

environment without any governing parties and no owner inputs. HVRX will not have any 
inputs from the developers, outsiders or any other person with roles and power. This 
makes HVRX Token a different approach to a simple concept and utilising the power of 
blockchain to fulfil the trust factor. This model enables users to perform conversions 
between HVRX directly with the smart contract, avoiding the need for counterparties. 
This mechanism solves the liquidity and slippage issues experienced by DEX’s. HVRX 
holders are incentivised to stake their tokens as they are paid 0.1% daily of the total no. 
of HVRX staked, buying and selling HVRX platform does not require the trader to hold 
HVRX. Cryptocurrency trading on centralized exchanges has been shown to be vulnerable 
to cybersecurity hacking and internal frauds over the years. In addition, trading on 
centralized exchanges is not compatible with DeFi applications since it is technically 
infeasible to bridge between decentralized applications and centralized servers without 
compromising the trust model. Regardless, DeFi applications all need access to good 
liquidity sources which is a critical component to provide good services. Currently, 
decentralized liquidity consists of various decentralized exchanges, decentralized funds 
and other financial apps. The more scattered the sources, the harder it becomes for 
anyone to either find the best rate for their trade or to even find enough liquidity for 
their needs. 



The HVRX Protocol 

HVRX is a fully on-chain liquidity protocol that can be implemented on any smart 
contract enabled blockchain. HVRX’s solution allows liquidity to be aggregated from 
diverse sources into a single network, which in turn provides a single endpoint for 
takers to seamlessly perform multiple token trades in a single blockchain transaction. 
End users, DApps or any other party only need to query this single endpoint to get the 
best available rate for their trade. The protocol allows for a wide range of 
implementation possibilities for liquidity providers, allowing a wide range of entities to 
contribute liquidity, including end users, decentralized exchanges and other 
decentralized protocols. On the taker side, end users, cryptocurrency wallets, and 
smart contracts are able to perform instant and trustless token trades at the best rates 
available amongst the sources. The on-chain instant exchange property is critical for 
enabling a wide range of decentralized use cases, including financial protocols and 
cryptocurrency payments. One would expect different implementations of HVRX 
protocol on other public blockchains to make on-chain instant exchanges to be 
available for various use cases and applications on these blockchains.

The HVRX token is the entry point for the HVRX ecosystem. HVRX holders will get an 
equal value on HVRX mainnet to start developing and integrating applications and 
chains to the HVRX network. For general community holders the funds will be 
utilized for funding new blockchain startups who wish to work on any of the above 
mentioned tracks i.e. Innovation, infrastructure, market research or technical 
research. 

The HVRX Token

Current Implementation of HVRX

HVRX is a decentralised synthetic asset contract protocol built on Ethereum. The 
contract is devised in such a way that everything is controlled by the contract itself 
autonomously. It follows a specific protocol and returns output based on the same. 
There are functions that are defined for the user and these functions control the major 
part of the contract. Functions like buy, sell, withdraw etc can directly be accessed by 
the user and anyone can call the Total ethereum function to check the liquidity of the 
exchange. This creates a direct entry point for the user and it is very helpful in creating 
an environment that has no one to control or no owner to change things as they are
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